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Abstract

We investigate under which conditions a non-

deterministic query is semi-deterministic, mean-

ing that two different results of the query to a

database are isomorphic. We also consider uni-

form semi-determinism, meaning that all interme-

diate results of the computation are isomorphic.

Semi-determinism is a concept bridging the new

trends of non-determinism and object generation

in database query languages. Our results concern

decidabilit y, both at compile time and at run time;

expressibility y of the infamous counting queries; and

completeness, which is related to the issue of copy

elimination raised by Abit eboul and Kanellakis.

1 Introduction

To date, the theory of queries in the context of

the relational database model is well understood

[Cha88]. In particular, the characteristics of com-

pzete query languages became clear [AV90, CH80,

HS89]. At the same time, some outstanding open

problems arose. One interesting example is the

guery-~ problem: is there a language that ex-

presses exactly the queries computable in polyno-

mial time? A typical illustration of this problem

is the EVEN query, which decides whether a set

has even cardinality. This query is but the sim-
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plest example of a general class of counting queries

which frequently arise in practice. While counting

in general is clearly in query-~, most generic query

languages either cannot count or must do so in

an int ract able manner [AV9 lb]. In contrast, when

having access to a linear order on the domain ob-

jects in the database, the language of fixpoint logic

expresses exactly query-? [Imm86, Var82]. Unfor-

tunately, linearly ordering the database is inconsis-

tent with the widely accepted consistency criterion

of genericitg [CH80], which requires a query to be

invariant under permutations of the individual do-

main objects.

Recently, there has been much interest in

non-detemninistic queries [ASV90, AV90, AV91a,

NT89, SZ90]. Here, the requirement of a query

being a function from databases to databases is re-

laxed to a binary relationship between databases.

(Or equivalently, a non-deterministic function.)

The criterion of genericity can be extended from

functions to binary relationships in the canoni-

cal way. Most non-deterministic query languages

achieve non-determinism via a tool for choosing

among data objects. Using such a choice opera-

tion, it is possible to derive a linear order on the

database, by repeatedly choosing the “next” ob-

ject. Hence, not surprisingly, there exist query lan-

guages expressing exactly non-deterministic query-

T [AV91a]. In non-deterministic languages, the ca-

pability of deriving a linear order is no longer incon-

sistent with genericity, as every possible order has

equal “probability y“ of being derived. Subsequent

computations may however depend on the partic-

ular ordering chosen. This may pose difficulties in

practice, when trying to combine the computations

of different parts of a query which are dlstributedly
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computed on different systems using different or- isomorphic, by an isomorphism which leaves the

derings. In particular, the different results of a non-

deterministic query can be non-isomorphic, which

we do not believe to be very useful in practice. So,

the strategy of circumventing the query-~ prob-

lem by employing non-deterministic languages to

express ordinary, deterministic queries carries its

own disadvantages.

Another recent development is that of ob-ject-

generating queries [AK89, GPVG90, HY90, HY91,

KLW90, KV84, VdBP91, Zan89], in the context of

object-oriented databases [Kim89]. The criterion of

genericity can be generalized to object-generating

queries in a natural way. However, in order to

keep object generation consistent with generic-

it y, object -generating queries are non-deterministic

w.r.t. the particular “choice” of the newly gen-

erated objects. In order to capture the non-

determinism of such queries, in [AK89, Kup85], the

notion of determinate query was proposed. Unlike

for a plainly non-deterministic query, two different

results of a determinate query applied to a database

must be isomorphic. Moreover, the isomorphism

must be the identity on the objects of the input

database. Most, if not all, of the object-generating

query languages proposed thus far in the field ex-

press only determinate queries. Clearly, determina-

tion closely approximates plain determinism. The

degree of non-determinism is negligible and only

due to the generation of new objects. In partic-

ular, the query-~ problem also stands for the de-

terminate case: no determinate query language is

known that can count in a tractable manner. Also,

it became apparent that object generation has a

provocative impact on the expressiveness of query

languages. For example, consider the language

.RA+gen+ loop (relational algebra augmented with

a st andard—det erminat e—oh ject -generating oper-

ation and while-loops). RA + gen + loop, when re-

stricted so as to express only deterministic queries,

was shown to be complete for all deterministic

queries [AV90]. Surprisingly, RA + gen + loop

fails to be complete for all determinate queries

[Abi, AK89, AP92]. More specifically, RA + gen +

loop lacks the power of copy elimination, as defined

in [AK89], in order to be complete.

In this paper, we investigate under which condi-

tions a query is semi-deterministic, meaning that

two different results of the query to a database are

input database invariant (i.e., an automorphism).

Note that determinate queries are very restricted

semi-deterministic queries, for which this aut omor-

phism is the identity. Thus, semi-determinism

is a natural relaxation of determination, and in

particular, unlike determination, is not exclusively

tied to object generation. We believe that semi-

determinism is a natural upper bound on the

amount of non-det erminism of a query which makes

sense in practice. Intuitively, the only source

of non-determinism are the similarities (automor-

phisms) present in the database. A practical ex-

ample of a semi-deterministic query is: “Given

a set of professor names and a set of student

names, ret urn a one-to-one assignment of advis-

ing profs to students.” We also consider the uni-

form semi-determinism of programs written in non-

deterministic query languages, meaning that all in-

termediate stages of the computation of the pro-

gram are semi-deterministic, whence all interme-

diate results are isomorphic. Our results indicate

that with the aid of object generation, the advan-

t ages of non-determinism w.r.t. expressive power

can be realized in a uniformly semi-determinist ic

manner.

Concretely, our results are the following. In

view of the fact that semi-determinism is a re-

laxation of determination, we give a purely alge-

braic characterization of when a semi-deterministic

query is actually determinate. We show that all

possible results of a uniformly semi-deterministic

loop program are output after the same num-

ber of iterations, in contrast to arbitrarily non-

deterministic loop programs, thus providing a for-

mal motivation for uniform semi-determinism. We

then show that it is undecidable whether a query

expressed in RA+ W (relational algebra augmented

wit h the Witness choice operation of [AV9 la]) is

semi- deterministic. Hence, the general problem

of guaranteeing semi-determinism is comput ation-

ally unfeasible. If we have object generation how-

ever, we show that the techniques for express-

ing counting using non-determinism can be mod-

ified so as to work guaranteed uniformly semi-

deterministically. Specifically, we construct a uni-

formly semi-deterministic sublanguage of RA +

IV + gen + loop in which a natural subclass of

the counting queries, which we call global count-
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ing, can be efficiently expressed. We show that

the problem of copy elimination of [AK89] can

be resolved in a semi-deterministic way. This in

turn leads to a uniformly semi-deterministic sub-

language of RA + W + gen + loop, expressing

exactly the determinate queries. We exhibit a

variant of the latter language which expresses ex-

actly the semi-deterministic queries. Finally, we

look into the issue of run-time checking for semi-

determinism, in contrast to the previous results

which guarantee semi- determinism at compile time.

The problem here is to check whether a given pro-

gram applied to a given database will behave semi-

deterministically. We are not aware of a polynomial

time algorithm for this problem, and show that it

is (i) not expressible in RA; and (ii) P-reducible

to the problem of graph-isomorphism. We also

present a stronger form of semi-det erminism, which

does allow efficient run-time checking (expressible

in RA), and is still sufficiently expressive for count-

ing (although not for copy elimination).

2 Preliminaries

We assume the existence of sufficiently many rela-

tion names. Every relation name R has an associ-

ated arity a(R), a natural number. For each nat-

ural number n there are sufficiently many relation

names R with a(R) = n. A database scheme is a fi-

nite set of relation names. Assuming the existence

of an infinitely enumerable domain O of objects,

an instance I over a scheme S is an assignment,

assigning to each relation name R of S a finite re-

lation 1(R) C Oa[~J. The active domain of an

inst ante 1 is the set of all objects occurring in it,

and is denoted by adorn(1). The set of all inst antes

over a scheme S is denoted by inst (S). If S =

{RI,..., &}, then an instance 1 G inst(S) will be

denoted as 1 = (Rl : I(R1), . . .,& : I(&)).

In its most general form, a query can be thought

of as a possibly non-deterministic process, aug-

menting databases wit h derived information. For-

mally, let S be a scheme, and let Al, . . . . An be

relation names not in S. A query of type S d

Al,. . ., Am is a computable, binary relationship

Q C inst($) x inst(S U {Al,. . . . An}) such that:

If Q(1, J) then J is equal to 1 on S; and if Q(1, J)

and ~ is a permutation of O then Q(f(I), f(J))

(genericdy). Importantly, the composition of two

queries (of the appropriate types) is again a query.

We will use the following notation: if v is a

binary relationship, then 7(z) stands for the set

{Y/ ‘Y(z, Y)}. For a query Q and instance 1, Q(l)

is the set of possible results of Q for I.

Queries that are functions are called determin-

istic. A query Q is object-generating if there exist

1, J such that Q(I, J) and adorn(J) ~ adorn(I).

Otherwise, the query is called object-preserving.

A basic language for expressing deterministic,

object -preserving queries is RA (a variant of re-

lational algebra). Let S be a scheme and let A be

a relation name not in S. An RA assignment is

an expression of the form A := E, where E is an

expression of the relational algebra using only re-

lation names in S. Such an assignment expresses

a query of type S -+ A in the well-known way.

An RA program is a sequence of RA assignments

Al:= El; . . . . An := En, such that the i-th assign-

ment is of type S U {Al, . . ., Ai_l} 4 Ai. Such a

program expresses a query of type S ~ AI, . . . . An,

being the composition of the queries expressed by

the assignments. Actually, for any subset C G

{Al,..., A.} (commonly called a cam”er), the pro-

gram can be also used to express a query of type

S ~ C, by simply ignoring the relations with name

not in C, in the final result.

By genericity, an object-generating query cannot

be deterministic. However, it can still be “nearly”

deterministic, called determinate in [AK89].1 A

query Q is determinate if whenever Q(I, Jl) and

Q(I, J2), then J1 and J2 must be I-isomorphic,

which means that there must be an permutation

~ of 0, that is the identity on adom(~), such that

~(J1 ) = J2. The composition of two determinate

queries is again determinate.

All operations of the relational algebra are

object -preserving and deterministic. We can de-

fine a natural additional operation, gen, which is

object -generating and determinant e. Let S be a

scheme, I c znst(S), and R c S with a(R) =

a. A relation r of arity a + 1 is a possible re-

sult of gen(R) applied to I if r can be obtained

from I(R) by extending each tuple t of I(R) with

a different additional component t(ct + 1) that

is not in adorn(1). For example, if S = {R}

with a(R) = 2 and I(R) = {(a, b) , (a, c) , (b, c)},

1The definition we give here is adapted to our slightly

more genersl setting.
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then a possible result of gen(R) applied to 1 is

{(a, b,z) , (a, c,y) , (b, c,z)}.

We can extend the language RA to RA + gen by

allowing also assignments of the form A := gen(R).

The definition of query expressed by an RA + gen-

program is still the same. We thus obtain a lan-

guage that can express object-generating, determi-

nante queries.

We can also define an operation, W ( Witness,

[AV91a]), which is object-preserving, but arbitrar-

ily non-deterministic. Let S be a scheme, 1 G

inst(S), and R E S with X Q {1, . . ..a(R)}.

A relation ~ of arity a(.11) is a possible result of

WX(R) applied to 1 if r is a subset of 1(R) ob-

t ained by choosing for each class of Xc-equivalent

tuples of 1(R) exactly one representative. Here,

two tuples are called Xc-equivalent if they are equal

outside X. In particular, if X = {1,.. .,a(ll)},

then any two tuples are Xc-equivalent. For exam-

ple, with S and 1 as in the previous example, the

only two possible results of W2 (R) applied to 1 are

~1 = {(a, b) , (b, c)} and ~2 = {(a, c) , (b, c)}.

We can extend the language RA (resp. RA +

gen) to .RA + W (resp. RA + gen + W) by allowing

also assignments of the form A := Wx (.R). These

languages can express arbitrarily non-deterministic

queries.

We end these preliminaries by introducing a ver-

sion of a loop construct which is commonly used

to augment the expressive power of query lan-

guages. Let S be a scheme, and A, B relation

names with the same arity not in S. Define the

“constant-0” query QA,=O of type S -+ A by:

QA,=o(~, J) if J(A) = 0. If Q is a query of type

S U {A} 4 1?, and n is a natural number, then

define the query loo~n,BHAIQ] of type S ~ A as:

QA,=o; (Q; P~WA)n, where ‘;’ stands for composi-
tion of binary relationships, and ~~+A is the func-

tion mapping an instance 1 C inst(S U {A, l?})

to the instance (S : I[~,A : I(B)) over S U {A}.

The exponent n naturally denotes an n-fold com-

position, Finally, the query 100pBMAIQ] of type

S 4 A is defined as follows: J E 100p~~AIQ](l_) if

there exists an n such that J E 100pn,~wAIQ](I) fl

ZOOPn+l,B+AIQl(q.
We can extend any query language L to L + loop

by saying that (i) if P is a program express-

ing a query Q of type S U {A} ~ B, then also

.lOO~BHAIP] is a program, expressing the query

100pBMAIQ] of type S ~ A; and (ii) programs can

be composed using ‘;’.

3 Semi-determinism

A natural and desirable restriction on the amount

of non-det erminism of a query Q is to require that

whenever Q (1, Jl) and Q(1, J2), then J1 and J2

must be isomorphic. We call this requirement serni-

determinism. By definition, it follows that the iso-

morphism from J1 to J2 must be an automorphism

of 1.2 Determinate queries are very restricted semi-

deterministic queries, for which this automorphism

is the identity on I. Actually, the difference be-

tween determination and semi-determinism can be

characterized as follows:

Proposition 3.1 A semi-deterministic query Q is

determinate if and only if whenever Q(1, J) and f

is an automorphism of 1, then ~ can be extended

to an automorphism of J.

Proofi If: Assume Q(l, Jl) and Q(1, J2). Then

there is a permutation ~ such that ~(Jl ) = J2

and ~ is an automorphism of 1. By the given,

there is then a permutation g such that gla~o~(q =

~1.~.~(~) and dJ2) = Jz. Let P be the OTdeT Of

g[ ~~~~(~) in the permutation group of adorn(l), and

define h := g@-lJ~. Then h(J1) = J2, and his the

identity on adorn(1).

Only if: Let ~ be an automorphism of 1. By

genericit y, Q (1, f(J)). By determination, there is

a permutation g such that g(f(J)) = J and g is

the identity on adorn(I). So, h := g~ satisfies

hlu~~~(~) = ~1=~~~(~) and h(J) = J. ■

Since we defined queries as augmentations, the

following holds:

Lemma 3.2 The composition of t Wo

semi-deterministic queries is semi-deterministic.

We also state the following lemma, which is used

in several proofs, and is also interesting in its own

right, although it easily follows from genericit y. In-

formally, it says the “converse” of the definition of

semi- determinism.

2An automorphism of I is a permutation of O such that

f(I) = I.
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Lemma 3.3 Let Q be a semi-deterministic query,

and assume Q (1, J). Let J’ be an arbitrary in-

stance. If there is a permutation ~ of 0 such that

~(.f) = 1 and ~(J) = J’, then also Q(l, J’).

The following example shows that arbitrary

applications of the W operation are not semi-

deterministic in general.

Example 3.4 Let S be the database scheme {R},

with a(R) = 2. Let 1 be the instance over S de-

fined by 1(R) = {(a, b) , (a, c) , (b, c)}. Consider

the .RA+W-program: Al := 7r1(R)u7r2(R); A2 :=

WI (Al). In a possible result of applying this pro-

gram to 1, the Al-relation will hold adorn(1), and

the A2-relation will hold one of the three sin-

gleton subsets of adorn(1). Among these three

possible outcomes, the two possible results (.R :

1(R), Al : adorn(I), A2 : {a}) and (R : 1(R), Al :

adorn(I), A2 : {b}) are not isomorphic: there is no

permutation of {a, b, c} mapping a to b and leav-

ing 1(R) invariant. So the program is not semi-

deterministic.

It is known [ASV90] that it is undecidable

whet her an .RA + W-program, and more specif-

ically, an RA + W-program of the form: R :=

E; A := WX(.R) (where E is an arbitrary relational

algebra expression) actually expresses a determin-

istic query. Although semi-determinism is less re-

st rictive than plain determinism, the analogue of

this result still holds:

Proposition 3.5 It is undecidable whether a pro-

gram in RA + W expresses a semi-deterministic

query.

Proof: Let P be a program of the form R :=

E; Al := Wx(R). Let P’ be a program of the

form P; A2 := WX(R); A3 := Al – A2. Since the

assignments to Al and A2 might be the same, we

have that for any instance 1, there is a possible re-

sult J of P’ for 1 for which J(A3) = 0. Since the

only relation isomorphic to 0 is 0 itself ~ it follows

that P’ is semi-deterministic iff P’ is deterministic

iff P is deterministic, which is undecidable. ■

The above proof efilbits a class of queries for

which semi-determinism simply boils down to plain

determinism. This is also the case for boolean

queries, i.e., queries of type S ~ A where a(A) = O:

semi-determinism of a boolean query reduces to de-

t erminism.

We also consider uniform semi-determinism,

which is a property of programs rather than

queries. A program in the language RA + W or one

of its extensions is uniformly semi-deterministic if

it is semi-deterministic at every intermediate stage

of its execution. Formally, a sequence of assign-

ments al; “ an is uniformly serni-det erministic. . . .

if al; . . . . Ci expresses a semi-deterministic query

for each i < n. A loop program loop[P] is uni-

formly semi-deterministic if for each n, the body

of the loop repeated n times, denoted loopn[P], is

uniformly semi-deterministic.

We can show the following desirable property of

uniformly semi-deterministic loops, which does not

hold for arbitrarily non-deterministic loops. Let P

be a program in RA + W or one of its extensions,

expressing the query Q. Consider the loop program

loop[P]. Assume instance J is a possible result of

Zoop[P] for 1. The output stage of J is defined

as the smallest natural number n such that J E

ZOOPn[P](q n JOOPn+l [PI(1).

Proposition 3.6 If /oop[P] is uniformly semi-

deterministic, then all possible results of loop[P]

for 1 are output in the same stage.

Proofi Let Jl, J2 be possible results of 100PB+AIQ]

for 1. By semi-determinism of 100p~HAIQ], J1 and

J2 are isomorphic. For i = 1,2, let n; be the out-

put stage of Ji. Then J1 c Zoopnl ,~w~[Q](I) n

100P~l+~,~~AIQ](~). BY uniform semi-determinism
of 100p~HAIP] and Lemma 3.3, also J2 E

zooP~,,~#AIQ](~) n zooP~,+~,~~AIQ](~). Hence,
n2 < nl. By symmetry, also nl < n2. ■

4 Semi-determinism and count-

ing

It is known that the deterministic fragment of

RA + W + loop, restricted such that loops are infla-

tionary, expresses exactly query-P. In particular,

using non-deterministic techniques, “counting” can

be simulated in a tractable manner [ASV90]. Let

us see for example how the EVEN query can be

expressed in RA + W + loop.

Example 4.1 Let S be a scheme and R 6 S.

The deterministic, boolean query EVEN(R) of

type S 4 E, with a(-i!?) = O, is defined by:
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EVEN(.R)(l, J) iff #l(R) is even and J(E) = True,

or #l(R) is odd and J(E) = False.3

The following AM+ W + loop-program, denoted

by PEVENi~J, efficiently expresses EVEN(R): (A

is a relation name of the same arity as R)

loop~w~ [

Al:= R–A;

if#A1=lor A1=Othen B :=A

else A2 := WX(A1); A3 := WX(A1 – A2);

13:=/l u4u A3fi
1.
11

if R – A = 0 then E := True else E := False

The if-then-else tests used in the program are only

shorthands, and are expressible in RA. The pa-

rameter X of the W operations is {1, . . . . a(-?l)}.

Intuitively, what happens is that repeatedly pairs

of tuples of the R-relation are chosen and col-

lected in A, until only one tuple remains (and

then EVEN= False) or no remain (and then

EVEN= True).

program P~v~~(R) is clearly not uniformly

semi- determinist ic: since tuples are chosen arbi-

t rarily, the intermediate results will not be isomor-

phic in general. By making use of object genera-

tion however, the program can be adapted so as

to make it uniformly semi-deterministic. Let S

be a scheme and R ~ S with a(n) = a. Con-

sider the following li?A + gen program PGEN(R),

expressing a query oft ype S + R’ with a(R’) = 1:

Al := gen(R); R’ := Ta+l(A1). Each possible re-

sult of PGEN(R) applied to an instance 1 has as

R’-relation a set of newly generated objects, ex-

actly as many as the number of tuples in I(R). We

have the following import ant property. For an arbi-

trary instance J, call two objects 01, Oz E admn(J)

equivalent in J if there is an aut omorphism of J

mapping 01 to oz.

Lemma 4.2 Let J be a possible result of PGEN(R)

applied to 1. Then any two objects in J(R’) are

equivalent in J.

Considering now the RA + W + loop-program

PEVEN(R,), we obtain:

Proposition 4.3 The RA + W + gen + loop-

program ‘GEN(R); PEvEN(Rq is uniformly semi-

deterministic and expresses EVEN(R).

sWe use here the standard encoding of True (resp. False)

by the non-empty (resp. empty) relation of arity O.

This follows because the choices made in

‘EVEN(R’) are now among equivalent objects,

by Lemma 4.2, and therefore have a semi-

deterministic effect.

The above reasoning on expressing EVEN in a

uniformly semi-deterministic manner can be gener-

alized to a whole class of counting queries. For our

purposes, we define a counting query as a query de-

fined by a first-order logic formula, in which addi-

tionally variables standing for natural numbers can

be used, over which certain P-computable predi-

cates can be evaluated (like <, + or x), and which

can be combined with the normal domain variables

by the counting quantifiers [Imm86] of the form

(Qn z)@, where Q is a quantifier, n a natural num-

ber variable, z a domain variable, and @ a for-

mula in which z occurs free. We call a counting

query global if in each counting-quantified formula

(Qn z)@, z is the only free variable in @. For ex-

ample, EVEN (R) is global, since it is expressible

as: (3!jz)R(z) A (% < j)2 x i = j. For another

example, (3!j1 Z) R1(Z) A (3!~2 z) R2(z) A jl < j2t

expressing that R1 has fewer elements than R2, is

also global, We can show:

Proposition 4.4 Every global counting query can

be uniformly semi-deterministically expressed in

li!A + W + gen + loop.

Proof sketch: First, we observe that globzd count-

ing queries can be handled in RA + W + loop in a

“canonical” manner. Each counting quantification

(Qn z)~(z) is handled by inducing a linear order on

the set {z I ~(z)} (by making repetitive choices),

after which all counting and subsequent predicates

on natural numbers can be evaluated without mak-

ing use of the W operation. Now it can be seen

that the canonical program P for any global count-

ing query can be adapted using object generation

so as to make it uniformly semi-deterministic, in

an analogous way as was shown in Section 4 for

EVEN. ■

We have an effective and efficient construction

from a given global counting query CQ to a uni-

formly semi-deterministic RA + W + gen + loop-

program expressing C’Q. This construction never

introduces the use of object generation within

loops. This is important: it is known that if object

generation and looping interact, an uncontrollable

increase in complexity results. Here, if we count
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within a loop, the object generation used to express

the counting will not interact with the loop, whence

the complexity will not increase. (This is a refine-

ment of the notions of recursion freedom and no

recursion through oid creation of [AK89, HY90].)

An interesting question is to which extent the

requirement of glob alit y in Proposition 4.4 is tight.

An example of a non-global counting query is:

“Give the parents with an even number of chil-

dren”. See also the discussion in Section 7.

5 Complete languages and semi-

determinism

The language R.A+gen+ loop is a very powerful, de-

terminate language, and the obvious candidate for

being complete for all determinant e queries. How-

ever, this is not the case. Consider a relation name

A of arit y 1. Let 1?, C be two relation names of ar-

ity 2. A query Q of type {A} ~ B, C is called

dificult4 if it is determinate and Q(l~ifi, Jdifl).

Here, -@ is an instance of the very simple form

(A : {al, a2}), and the corresponding result J~ifi

has the form

(A: {al,az},

B : {(~1, al), (ba, al), (bz, az), (ba,az)},

C : {(bl, bz) , (bz,bs) , @3>~4) > (~4, h)}).

So the hi’s are newly generated objects. This can be

easy visualized using graphs: starting from a dis-

crete graph cent aining two isolated A-nodes al, az,

a C-cycle of four new nodes bl, . . . . b4 is generated

such that two opposite b-nodes are associated to a

common a-node through the B-relation. It can be

shown that difficult queries are not expressible in

RA + gen + loop, and hence this language is not

determinate-complete.

This problem can be put in a more general

framework using the notion of instance with copies

[AK89]. Let S be a scheme, and let SO C S. For

each R ● S — So, let CR be a relation name not in

S for which a(CR) = a(n)+ 1. All these CR must

be different. Let ~ := $0 U {CR [ R c S – SO}. Let

J E inst(S), and ~ c insi!(~). Then ~ is called an

inst ante with copies of J w.r. t. So if there exist:

4 “Difficult” queries were dkcovered by S. Abiteboul, and

presented in his tutorial on query languages for object-

oriented databases at PODS 1991.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

A naturaJ number n >0, called the number of

copies;

n instances J1, . . . . Jn E inst(S), called copies,

such that the sets adorn(J) – adom(JISO ),

adom(J1) – adom(Jl[SO), . . . . adom(J~) –

adom(Jn ISO) are pairwise disjoint, and Jk and

J are JISO-isomorphic for k = 1,..., n;

nobjects cl, . . .,en, called copy identifiers, not

appearing in J or any Jk,

such that

7(cR) = (J1(R) x {(&l)}) u.. .U (Jn(R) x {(en)})

for each R c S – SO, and T(R) = J(R) for each

R 6 So. It follows from (ii) that each Jk is equal

to J on So, and hence also ~ is.

For example, the following instance ~ over

scheme {A, Cl?, CC} is an inst ante with two copies

of Jdiff w.r.t. {A}:

(A: {al,a2},

CB :

{(bll, al, &l), (bsl, al, cl), (b21, a2, 51), (bAl, a2, cl),

(h2!@, &2), (~32! %,&2), @22ja2, &2), @42, a21&2)},

cc:

{(k, b21, Cl), @21, b31,&d , (~31, b41, cl) , (b41, h, ~1),

(b12, bzz, e2) , (bzz, bsz,q) , (baz, b42, q) , (b42, biz, 4}).

Although no query expressed in RA + gen + loop

can contain a ‘~difficult pair” (ldifl, Jdifi), it is an

easy exercise to write a program P in RA + gen +

loop such that ~ is a possible result of P applied

to Idiff. More generally, RA+gen+ loop is complete

up to copies [AK89]:

Fact 5.1 For each determinate query Q there is a

program P in RA + gen + loop expressing a query

~ such that Q(1, J) iff Q(1, ~), with ~ an instance

with copies of J.

Using the same notations as above, it follows

that the query CE (for Copy Elimination) of type

~jR1,. ... ~, where S-So = {R1,..., &}, de-

fined by: CE(~, J) if ~ is an instance with copies

of (SO : JlsO, Rl : J(R1),. . .,% : J(%)), is not

expressible in RA + gen + loop. Note that CE

is a determinate query. Furthermore, to make

RA + gen + loop complete for all determinate

queries, it suffices to add a construct for express-

ing the CE query. The obvious candidate is the W

operation. We can show:
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Proposition 5.2 CE can be expressed by a uni-

formly semi-deterministic program in BA + gen +

w.

Proof sketch: First, the program checks whether

its input indeed is an inst ante with copies of an-

other inst ante. If not, an infinite loop is entered.

(If this initial check is not needed, we do not need

the loop construct; it is with this understanding

that the proposition is stated.) Using W, exactly

one of the copy identifiers, say &k, is chosen. Using

object -generation, exactly one copy of Jk is gener-

at ed. The uniform semi-determinism follows from

the fact that all copy identifiers are equivalent in ~.

Therefore, the choice of&k is semi-deterministic. ■

As an immediate corollary, we obtain a sublan-

guage of RA + W + gen + loop, expressing exactly

the determinate queries. Indeed, by Fact 5.1, each

determinate query can be expressed up to copies

by a program in .RA + gen + loop. It now suffices

to attach to this program the program of Proposi-

tion 5.2 to eliminate the copies. Note t hat each pro-

gram in this language contains exactly one, semi-

deterministic application of W.

A variation of the above idea leads to a sublan-

guage of RA+W+gen+ioop, expressing exactly the

semi-deterministic queries. Fact 5.1 can be modi-

fied to show that for each semi-deterministic query

Q there is a program in RA + gen + loop expressing

a query ~ such that for each instance I for which

Q(I) # (?, there exist instances J and ~ such that

Q(1, J), ~(1, ~), and ~ is an instance with copies

of J. As for determinate queries, we attach to this

program a copy elimination phase. But now we also

attach a third phase, which computes all automor-

phisms of the original input database, chooses one

of them, and applies the chosen automorphism to

the output of the copy elimination phase. This can

be done in RA + W + gen + Zoop by encoding the

automorphisms as newly generated objects. De-

note the thus obtained program as F~D. It can be

shown using Lemma 3.3 that P~D indeed expresses

Q. Hence:

Proposition 5.3 The

language {P~D I Q semi-deterministic} expresses

exactly the semi-deterministic queries.

Observe that every P~D cent ains exactly two ap-

plications of the W operation. The first one, choos-

ing one of the copies in the copy elimination phase,

is semi-deterministic, by Proposition 5.2. However,

the second one, choosing one of the automorphisms

in the third phase, is not semi-deterministic, since

two objects representing two automorphisms are

generally not equivalent. Hence, P~D, although

expressing a semi-deterministic query, is not uni-

formly semi-deterministic. This raises the intrigu-

ing:

Problem Can every semi-deterministic query be

expressed by a uniformly semi-deterministic pro-

gram? In the above reasoning, this reduces to: Can

the effect of the third phase be realized in a uni-

formly semi-deterministic manner?

We conjecture the negative; see the discussion in

Section 7.

6 Run-time checking of semi-

determinism

In the previous sections we saw several classes

of programs expressed in one of the extensions

of RA + W that were guaranteed to be semi-

deterministic “at compile time”. We now study the

“run time” checking of semi-determinism: Given a

program P cent aining an occurrence of the W op-

eration, and given an inst ante 1, when applying

P to I, does the application of W have a semi-

deterministic effect for 1? For simplicity, we re-

strict ourselves to applications of W of the form

WI(U), where U is a unary relation. Such applica-

tions simply choose among the individual objects

in a set.

Let R be a relation name of arity 2, and recon-

sider the program P of type {R} - A, already

mentioned in Example 3.4: Al := xl (R) U X2(R);

A := W1(A1). So, when applied to an instance 1,

P chooses one object from adom(_7). Clearly, P is

semi-deterministic for 1 iff 1 is transitive, i.e., for

any pair of objects 01 ~02 E adom(l’), 01 and 02

are equivalent in 1. We are not aware of a polyno-

mial time algorithm for checking transitivity. Using

Ehrenfeucht-FraIss6 games, we can show:

Proposition 6.1 ‘llransitivity (seen as a boolean

query) is not expressible in RA.

We would like to know

pressible in RA + loop.

whether transitivity is ex-

Furthermore, we observe:
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Proposition 6.2 Transitivity is ‘P-reducible to

Graph Isomorphism.

We can define a stronger form of semi-

determinism, swap semi-determinism, which is

more practical for run-time checking. In general,

let S be a scheme and let U ~ S with a(U) = 1.

Consider the application WI(U). We know that

this application is semi-deterministic for an in-

stance 1, if for any pair of objects 01, 02 E -7(U), 01

and 02 are equivalent in I. We now call the applica-

tion swap semi-deterministic if any such 01 and 02

are swap-equivalent in 1, meaning that the permu-

tation swap[ol, 02] which exchanges 01 and 02 and

fixes everything else is an automorphism of 1. If P

is indeed swap semi-deterministic for 1, then we call

1 swap-transitive. Clearly, swap semi-determinism

is stronger than semi-determinism. We have:

Proposition 6.3 Swap-transitivity (seen as a

boolean query) is expressible in RA.

Proof idea: Two vertices z and y of a graph T

are swap-equivalent if the following predicate, de-

finable in the relational calculus, is true for z and y:

(VZ : z + XAZ # y)((~(z, ~) - T(z, y)) A(~(%z) ++

T(Y, Z))) A (T(z, z) ++ T(y, y)) A (T(z, y) ++ T(Y, Z)).

■

We can now define uniformly swap semi-

deterministic programs similarly as we defined

uniformly semi-deterministic programs. The re-

sults of Section 4 on counting carry over from

uniform semi-determinism to uniform swap semi-

determinism. Indeed, it can be shown that

Lemma 4.2 also holds for swap-equivalence. (A

problem here is how to devise programs that are

uniformly swap semi-deterministic; see the discus-

sion in Section 7.) On the contrary, the results of

Section 5 do not carry over to the swap case. In-

deed: copy identifiers in an inst ante with copies

are equivalent, but not swap-equivalent. This may

indicate that no language that can be efficiently

run-time checked for semi-determinism is powerful

enough to express copy elimination.

7 Discussion

This section cent tins some additional ideas, which

will be discussed in more detail in the full paper.

1. Observe that in the discussion preceding

Proposition 5.3, instead of choosing one par-

ticular automorphism in the third phase, one

can apply all automorphisms of 1 to J. This

yields an inst ante ~ “with copies”, where the

notion “with copies” is a generalization of the

original notion defined in Section 5. This gen-

eralization is of the same nature as the way

in which semi-determinism is a generalization

of determination. Thus, we find that the sit-

uation of completeness up to copies in the de-

terminate case has an analogue on the uni-

form semi-deterministic level. (Assuming that

the answer to the open problem stated at the

end of Section 5 is negative, as we conjecture.

Confirming this conjecture requires finding an

analogue, for the uniformly semi-det erminstic

case, of the “difficult” queries.)

2. The data model used in the present paper is

the standard, relational model. It is interest-

ing to cast our treatment in a more complex

data modeling setting, e.g., one where set VZJ-

ues are first-class citizens. Moving to such a

data model can be equivalently perceived as

adding, besides the standard object generation

operation gen, an extra object generation op-

eration to the language, called abstraction, in-

troduced in [GPVG90] and further studied in

[VdBP91]. It turns out that using abstrac-

tion, also non-global counting problems can

be expressed in a uniformly semi-deterministic

manner, thus extending the resUlts of Sec-

tion 4.

3. The previous comment is also related to the

issue of swap semi-determinism. Indeed, it

turns out that using the abstraction operation,

certain applications of the W operation can

be guaranteed to be swap semi-deterministic.

Actually, the converse holds as well, in the

following sense. Define a semi-deterministic

swap choice operation, which chooses for each

equivalence class of swap-equivalent objects

one represent ative. Then, in the context of

RA + gen, this swap choice is equivalent to

the abstraction operation. We conjecture that

swap choice cannot be expressed in RA + W +

gen + loop. In view of the just mentioned

equivalence, t hls would be an enforcement of
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the result of [VdBP91] that abstraction cannot

be expressed in RA + gen + loop.
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